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Celluflex Slimming Boxer

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
USD34.40
USD38.20

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerCelluflex Technology

Description
Description:
Slimming Celluflex Tourmaline is the combination of two elements, tourmaline and intelligent textiles that make this product work. The
Tourmaline is a mineral known - and recognized - long for it's natural electromagnetic properties. This crystal, like all piezoelectric crystals emits
electricity when mechanical stress is applied. The energy transmitted to the body, increases blood flow. This has the immediate effect of
increasing body heat. This warms the body eliminates toxins and burn calories faster and fat masses, responsible for the orange peel effect.
Celluflex uses these amazing properties through the tourmaline powder. This powder is as effective as the crystal itself is integrated to textile
intelligent, so as to be put in direct contact with the skin. Textiles plays the role of mechanical pressure, which is essential to the issue of energy
by tourmaline. That's why it's called "intelligent textiles". Textile Celluflex "Lycra Dupont" has been specially developed to suit all shapes.
Indeed, with a high elasticity (+500%), this material makes Celluflex very comfortable. Texture lets the skin breathe and resists perspiration. It
can be worn all year round without inconvenience, and can even be washed without losing the properties of the product. Wearing textiles and
more often as long as possible during the day, you will notice pretty quickly that the cellulite disappears and the skin becomes smooth.
Complementing the work of textile and assess the effects more quickly, a series advice is provided with the product. Complementing the work of
textile and assess the effects more quickly, a series advice is provided with the product. These tips, targeted were prepared by Françoise
Mendras coach. They carefully combine a minimum of exercise (eg, climbing stairs, two by two by placing the heel) to a healthier diet (such as
eating better without skipping meals). synergy of these three elements - action electromagnetic tourmaline, intelligent textiles and advice of the
coach - is the new ally in your weight loss. Combined, you will find your body while gradually gaining in energy and vitality.
Available size:
S/M

36-42

L/XL 44-50
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Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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